Abstract. Many uid ow problems of practical interest|particularly at high Reynolds number|are characterized by small regions of complex and rapidly-varying uid motion surrounded by larger regions of relatively smooth ow. E cient solution of such problems requires an adaptive mesh re nement capability to concentrate computational e ort where it is most needed. We present in this paper a fractional-step version of Chorin's projection method for incompressible ow, with adaptive mesh re nement, which is second-order accurate in both space and time. Convection terms are handled by a high-resolution upwind method which provides excellent resolution of smallscale features of the ow, while a multilevel iterative scheme e ciently solves the parabolic and elliptic equations associated with viscosity and the projection. Numerical examples demonstrate the performance of the method on two-dimensional problems involving vortex spindown with viscosity and inviscid vortex merger.
1. Introduction. In this paper we develop a second-order adaptive mesh projection method for the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations U t + (U r)U = ?rp + "r 2 U + F; (1.1) r U = 0; (1.2) on a domain , where U represents the velocity eld, p represents the hydrodynamic pressure and F represents any external forces. We denote the x and y components of velocity by u and v, respectively. The method presented here represents an adaptive mesh version of the algorithm presented by Bell, Colella and Glaz 3]. We refer the interested reader to that paper for a discussion of the history of the development of projection methods.
Bell et al. were motivated by a desire to apply higher-order upwind methods developed for inviscid, compressible ow to the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. In particular, they used a specialized version of the unsplit second-order Godunov methodology introduced for gas dynamics by Colella 13] . The Godunov method provides a robust discretization of the convection terms that avoids any cell-Reynoldsnumber stability restriction for high Reynolds number ow.
In this paper we present an adaptive mesh re nement version of this algorithm. The adaptive strategy is based on a mesh structure analogous to that used for hyperbolic conservation laws by Berger and Colella 7] . In this approach ne grids are recursively embedded in the coarse grid until su cient resolution is obtained. An error estimation procedure automatically determines where the solution resolution is inadequate, and grid generation procedures dynamically create rectangular ne grid patches in these regions. (In 7] and the present work, ne grids are aligned with coarse grids at all levels. Previous work by Berger and Oliger 8] used a more general structure in which ne grids could be placed in arbitrary orientations. An algorithm for solving the Navier-Stokes equations on this mesh structure was presented by Caruso, Ferziger and Oliger in 11].)
For the description of the algorithm in this paper, we will restrict our attention to homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions and assume that there are no external forces. We will also assume that the mesh spacing on the base grid is uniform in the x and y directions. These restrictions are not inherent limitations of the method; they have been adopted here for clarity of exposition. In addition, we note that the algorithm described here can easily be extended to variable density ows, cf. Bell and Marcus 5] .
We begin our exposition in the following section by introducing the grid structure we are using and showing how the grid hierarchy is constructed. We also describe the overall time step strategy. In the third section we describe the discretization of the convection-di usion step of the algorithm with emphasis on the issues related to adaptive mesh re nement. The fourth section describes the discretization of the projection and discusses in detail a multigrid algorithm for solving the discrete projection on the adaptive mesh hierarchy. In the fth section we present computational results which demonstrate the convergence properties of the method, its robustness as a vortex pair crosses a coarse-ne grid interface, and the ability of the method to model and preserve ne details of a complex ow eld.
2. Overview of the method. In this section we describe the hierarchical grid structure associated with the adaptive mesh re nement algorithm and review the basic fractional step scheme used in the algorithm.
2.1. Grid structure. The numerical calculations are de ned on an adaptive hierarchy of logically rectangular grids. A single base grid, denoted as level l = 0, covers the entire problem domain. Grids at ner levels may be de ned over parts of the domain as necessary to improve the accuracy of the computed solution. Each level of grids is re ned by a factor of r from the level below it.
By clustering re ned cells into grids we attempt to combine the advantages of a locally-uniform mesh spacing with those provided by adaptivity. Irregularities are con ned to the interfaces between levels of re nement. We nd that the di culties associated with these interfaces are minimized for a re nement ratio r = 4. Greater values of r increase discretization errors at the interface and require an unnecessarily large portion of the domain to be re ned. Setting r = 2, on the other hand, roughly doubles the required number of levels|and interfaces|and greatly increases the wasted storage devoted to coarse cells underlying ner grids.
Details of the problem discretization yield certain constraints on the placement of ne grids. At a minimum, we require a bu er of cells at level l surrounding the grids of level l + 1, except where those grids touch the boundary. The current algorithm is more restrictive than that, permitting interfaces to be placed only at intervals of eight coarse cells. (This is overkill, as the widest stencils currently used are six cells wide, and these are only applied parallel to interfaces. There is, however, a side bene t, in that all ne grid dimensions are guaranteed to be divisible by at least 32. This yields good multigrid convergence rates without the need to consider coarsening schemes for odd-length grids.)
The spatial discretization is based on a cell-centered approximation that provides the most natural setting for Godunov-type methods. For the base grid, we let i; j denote the cell whose center is located at ((i + 1 = 2 ) x 0 ; (j + 1 = 2 ) y 0 ) for At appropriate intervals we apply an error estimation procedure to the solution on the adaptive mesh to determine which cells have unacceptably large errors. Working from the top level down, we tag cells that have large errors, cells that have been covered by higher levels, and cells that must be re ned to provide borders around higher levels. The tagged cells are then clustered into grids using an algorithm based on signature analysis techniques used in pattern recognition developed by Berger and Rigoutsos 9] . We denote the grids at level l by G l;0 ; : : : ; G l;k?1 , and the subdomain consisting of all cells re ned to level l by l . The exact pattern of grids constructed at each level is not of great importance, as we require the solution algorithm to give identical results|down to the convergence tolerance required of the linear algebra solutions| regardless of how each level domain l is broken up into grids. See Figure 2 .1 for a schematic representation of the grid hierarchy.
In hyperbolic versions of this algorithm, e.g. 7], a Richardson extrapolation procedure was used for estimating errors. The present incompressible method does nothing so elaborate as yet. The numerical experiments presented in section 5 use C( x l ) 2 (u) ?1 (ju xx j + ju yy j + jv xx j + jv yy j) > 1 (2.1)
as an error indicator, where x l = y l is the mesh spacing at level l, u is a typical velocity used to scale the problem, and C is an order-1 constant that can be varied to tune the re nement criterion. We also choose a ceiling level, l max , above which no re nement is permitted.
2.2. Fractional step scheme. For the algorithm described in this paper all grids are advanced using the same time step so the fractional step scheme is the same as that introduced in Bell et al. 3] . Our strategy for solving the system (1.1)-(1.2) is a fractional step scheme having two parts: rst we solve the convection-di usion equations (2.2) without strictly enforcing the incompressibility constraint. Then, we project an intermediate vector eld onto the space of discretely divergence-free vector elds. We emphasize that the three main components of the algorithm, namely, the convection discretization, the parabolic solves and the projection are all performed on the composite grid hierarchy. The algorithm will only be sketched here for a uniform spatial grid; the reader is referred to 3, 6] for a more detailed description.
The only boundary conditions presently used are slip walls for Euler ow and no-slip walls for viscous ow. These are applied to cell-centered velocity data by re ection to ghost cells on the other side of the wall, with a change in sign for those velocity components which go to zero at the wall. Some discussion of the adequacy of these boundary conditions appears in 3]. In numerical experiments we have con rmed second-order convergence in the velocity eld with no degradation at the boundaries.
For The velocity eld computed in the rst step is not, in general, divergence-free. The projection step of the algorithm decomposes the result of the rst step into a discrete gradient of a scalar potential and a discretely divergence-free vector eld which correspond, respectively, to the new approximation to the pressure gradient and an update for the velocity. In particular, if P represents the composite grid projection then (Note that the vector eld we project is not U ; it is an approximation to U t + rp.) 3. Discretization of the convection-di usion step. In this section we describe the algorithm for the convection-di usion step in the fractional step scheme, equation (2.2) . We begin with a description of the convection algorithm for a single grid. We then discuss how the single grid algorithm is applied to compute the convection terms on the grid hierarchy. Finally, we discuss the solution of the parabolic part of (2. is the standard ve point nite di erence approximation to the Laplacian. The rst derivatives normal to the edge (in this case U x ) are evaluated using a monotonicity-limited fourth-order centered slope approximation. This is equivalent to U x ?U i+2;j + 8U i+1;j ? 8U i?1;j + U i?2;j 12 x (3.5) throughout most of mesh, but limiting according to the procedure described in 12] is applied at some points to prevent the initial slopes from introducing new maxima and minima into the velocity eld.
The transverse derivative terms (U y ) are evaluated using an upwind di erence. In particular, we de ne where U y are limited slopes in the y direction with similar formulae for the lower edge. A procedure analogous to the corrector described below is applied to the U states to evaluate a convective di erence approximation to vU y .
3.2.
Corrector. In the corrector we rst resolve the ambiguity in the edge values. The convective part of (1.1) corresponding to the velocity normal to the edge is of the form u t + uu x = source terms: (3.8) This suggests the following upwind determination of the normal velocity component: The extension of the convection scheme to the adaptive grid is fairly straightforward since the di erence scheme is explicit. To evaluate (U r)U] n+ 1 = 2 on grid G k l we need only de ne data in a su cient number of boundary cells surrounding the grid to evaluate the di erence approximation. (Three cells are required in this case, due to use of the fourth-order slope formula (3.5).) These cells are lled by rst intersecting the grid with other grids of the same level. If that does not completely ll the boundary patch the required data are interpolated from coarser grids using a biquadratic (third-order) formula.
The hyperbolic AMR algorithm 7] incorporates a \re uxing" step, in which edge uxes for coarse grid cells at the coarse-ne interface are adjusted to equal those computed for neighboring ne cells, thus enforcing conservation. We experimented with re uxing for the incompressible algorithm, but found its e ects to be insigni cant compared to those of the interface stencils for the projection. The numerical experiments in section 5 do not use re uxing. Other complications of the method in 7] are due to advancing the ne grids at smaller time steps than the coarse grids, and do not apply to the present incompressible algorithm.
The Godunov method is an explicit di erence scheme and, as such, requires a time step restriction. A linear, constant-coe cient analysis of the convective part of the scheme shows that we must require max i;j2G k;l ju i;j j t x l ; jv i;j j t y l 1 (3.12) for stability. (Here x l and y l correspond to the grid spacing at level l.) A more thorough analysis by Minion 19] includes the in uence of the viscous term and suggests that we must reduce this time step by half to obtain stability, independent of the size of ". This agrees with our empirical observation that a time step one half of (3.12) yields stability in practice|that is the step we use in our computational examples later in the paper. Minion also derives a modi cation to the convective di erence scheme that he believes to be stable up to the full time step (3.12), but we have not yet incorporated this change into our code.
(Another variation of the convection scheme, presented in 4], applies a staggeredgrid projection to the edge velocities instead of using the lagged pressure gradient rp n? 1 = 2 in the predictor. This version appeared in practice to be stable at or near the full time step (3.12), though Minion suggests that it should be subject to the same stability criterion as the original method. We have not yet implemented the staggered-grid projection in an adaptive context.) 3.3. Parabolic approximation. Once the convection terms are evaluated on all of the grids, to complete the solution of (2.2) we must solve the di usion part of the system with the pressure and convective forces held xed. The time discretization for the parabolic terms in (2.2) uses a Crank-Nicholson formula, applied simultaneously to all grids of the mesh hierarchy. For the space discretization we apply the standard 5-point stencil for the Laplacian in uniform parts of the mesh, with interpolated extensions across coarse-ne grid interfaces. Note that this is not the same Laplacian approximation as will be used for the projection.
The multilevel scheme we use to solve the implicit system (2.2) for U is nearly identical to that used for the projection operator, which is described in the next section. The primary di erences are that the linear operator for di usion is parabolic rather than elliptic, U is a vector rather than a scalar, and the complications generated by the decoupled nature of the projection do not apply to the di usion calculation.
The method operates in residual-correction form. In order to evaluate the residual on all points of the composite mesh, we need rules for applying the operator LU = (3.13) where U is the current approximation to U , to points on both sides of the coarse-ne interface. Our approach is to apply the same 5-point Laplacian as in the interior, using suitably interpolated values at the interface. We use third-order biquadratic interpolation from the coarser levels to ll ghost cells around the edges of each ner level. Only a single row of ghost cells is required to make the 5-point Laplacian well-de ned throughout the interior of the ne region. Since the Laplacian is a second-order di erence, applied to a formally third-order accurate interpolate, the accuracy of the approximation drops to rst-order along the interface.
The ghost cells which intersect other ne grids are naturally lled from those grids, and updated with the most recent values whenever necessary. The method thus resembles a domain decomposition method on each level, with minimal overlap but with additional coupling provided through the interactions with coarser levels.
Values of U in coarse cells underlying the ne grid appear in the scheme in two di erent ways. For the calculation of ne grid residuals they appear in the interpolation formula, which must yield formal third-order accuracy. For the evaluation of the Laplacian on coarse cells bordering the interface formal third-order accuracy is also required, in order to yield a rst-order Laplacian approximation. It is thus not su cient to simply average the ne values in each coarse cell, since this yields only second-order accuracy at the coarse cell center. Instead, we use a fourth-order interpolation stencil of the form (3.14)
to obtain U values at the centers of coarse cells just inside the ne level, which yields a second-order Laplacian approximation in neighboring coarse cells just outside the interface. This is the only instance in which an unweighted average onto coarse cells is not su cient. Averaging is used for de ning coarse grid values for the Godunov algorithm, and is used within the multilevel parabolic solver for restricting residuals onto coarser grids. Equation (3.14) is also the only stencil presented in this paper that would require modi cation if the re nement ratio between levels were 2 instead of 4.
In case our use of third-and fourth-order interpolation schemes has caused confusion, we emphasize that the solutions we compute are at best second-order accurate. The higher-order interpolation stencils are needed only for lling in ne level ghost cells and coarse cells under the ne grids, as an intermediate step in computing Laplacian stencils that bridge the interface. These interpolated cells are in a sense ctitious, in that they are not the primary grid points where the solution is de ned. Numerical results given in section 5 con rm that the rst-order Laplacian approximation at coarse-ne interfaces allows for a velocity solution which is globally second-order, even in the extreme case of Stokes ow. where G is the desired discrete gradient eld approximating rp n+ 1 = 2 . The potential satis es a Neumann boundary condition at solid walls, which we model by re ection.
The projection thus de ned is a discretization of the continuous Hodge decomposition, which is discussed more thoroughly in 3]. For our purposes it will su ce to point out that if the operators D and G are adjoint|i.e., given an appropriate choice of inner products, (DV; ) = ?(V; G ) for any vector eld V and scalar eld |then P will be a true projection: orthogonal and idempotent (P 2 = P). If D and G are not adjoint then P will not be an orthogonal projection. It will still be idempotent, however, and U n+1 = P(U ) will still be discretely divergence free. Finally, if we were 8 to discretize the Hodge decomposition using some other discrete Laplacian approximation instead of DG, then the \projection" P would not even be idempotent and the computed vector eld U n+1 would not be discretely divergence-free. We wish to solve (4.2) for on an adaptive hierarchy of grids. Our Laplacian discretization will be derived from separate stencils for D and G at all points, including those points bordering coarse-ne interfaces. (\Approximate" projection methods, which do not share this property, will be cited below but are beyond the scope of this paper.) Our method thus di ers from other multilevel algorithms, e.g. 18] , where the coarse-ne discretizations are based on multigrid transfer operators. There is much more separation in our approach between the speci cation of the problem to be solved and the iterative algorithm used to solve it. This separation is not complete, however, for we will discuss below how the requirements of the multilevel iteration in uence the choice of discretizations for the divergence and gradient operators.
In order to accommodate the need for special stencils at the coarse-ne interface, and to avoid additional complications stemming from the factor of four re nement between levels of the adaptive hierarchy, we use multigrid iterations on the individual grids that are distinct from the overall multilevel iteration. Coarser levels of the individual multigrids do not communicate with each other directly, nor do they communicate directly with coarser levels of the adaptive hierarchy. Little modi cation of the multilevel algorithm would be required even if the individual grids employed a completely di erent kind of solver, such as the conjugate gradient scheme used in 3].
To describe the multilevel iteration we will write (4.2) in residual-correction form. A linear operator L = DG is de ned across the entire adaptive mesh structure. The primary equation to be solved is L = f, which has the residual form L = r for r = f ?L and = ? . Here is the current best approximation to . To relax on individual grids we apply the FMV multigrid cycle from 10] (similar to the F-cycle given in 21] but with no smoothing on the initial descent). The multilevel algorithm is as follows:
-Set equal to the value of obtained at the previous time step, if available, or zero otherwise (after initialization or regridding).
-Repeat until the residual norm jjrjj 1 The multilevel iteration is necessary to achieve convergence at grid interfaces, both between grids at the same level and between coarse and ne grids at adjacent levels. In this context there is nothing gained by applying more than a single FMV cycle on each individual grid. We obtain the best multilevel performance when each smoothing step of the FMV cycle consists of two Gauss-Seidel updates. Convergence rates generally range between one and two multilevel cycles per order of magnitude decrease in residual, depending on the complexity of the mesh structure. Numerical evidence presented in 15] suggests that the limited communication between multilevel and multigrid iterations slows the overall convergence, so future versions of the adap-tive projection method will likely incorporate a more tightly integrated algorithm.
It remains to present the stencils used for divergence, gradient, restriction and interpolation. We have chosen the simplest second-order discretizations for divergence and gradient, using centered di erences for the derivatives in uniform parts of the mesh: where y has been set equal to x. This stencil has the unfortunate e ect of providing no coupling between adjacent grid cells. The result is four separate locally decoupled sets of points which only interact at the boundaries.
Though some alternative projection formulations avoid this decoupling problem, they have corresponding disadvantages of their own. There are approximate projections, 2] and 17], which are not idempotent. There are also exact projections that yield Laplacian stencils which are large and asymmetrical 20], or require placement of the velocity components at cell edges 14] in a manner incompatible with the Godunov convection scheme. The decoupled approach (4.5) which we are using requires certain alterations to the conventional multigrid transfer operators, but has not degraded the performance of the projection in the uid algorithm as a whole.
Consider the e ect of decoupling on a single grid. Multigrid depends on the fact that a solution to a coarsened system provides a good approximation to the desired ne solution. However smooth the initial right hand side, later residuals in a multigrid iteration tend to have signi cant components at all wavenumbers. The key ingredient to a successful multigrid acceleration for the decoupled stencil (4.5) on the ne level is to preserve the same decoupling pattern on all coarser levels. That is, solution components which are not coupled at one level must be kept separate by the grid transfer operators to adjacent levels.
We de ne transformations between coarse and ne index spaces as follows, I = 2 bi=4c + i mod 2; . Decoupled restriction is a simple average of residuals from these four ne points to their associated coarse point. For interpolation, we use a decoupled piecewise-constant formula|the value from the coarse point is distributed unchanged to each of the associated ne points.
There are both theoretical results and experiments, discussed in 21], which suggest that for second-degree problems at least one of these operations must employ + + Fig. 4.1 . Examples of decoupled derivative stencils across a coarse-ne interface. The crosses indicate a ne cell (left) and a coarse cell (right) at which y-derivatives are evaluated. Bullets show which cells participate in the stencils. In each case, values on the opposite side of the interface are interpolated in the transverse direction to the circled points, giving three values on a line normal to the interface from which the derivative can be computed. a higher-order formula in order to give satisfactory convergence rates. Our own experience does not bear out this assertion for the constant-coe cient stencil (4.5).
(For a variable-coe cient version of the projection we have found that replacement of piecewise-constant interpolation with a piecewise-bilinear formula does improve performance. The precise formula used, however, relies on the regularity of the single-grid geometry and may not be applicable to the adaptive case. For additional discussion of the variable-coe cient method, and experiments regarding multigrid convergence rates, see 15] .)
The decoupling must also be respected by the multilevel adaptive algorithm. Since the re nement ratio is four in this case, the index transformations are I = 2 bi=8c + i mod 2; (4.9) and each coarse point has 16 ne points associated with it. Restriction is again a simple average over the ne points associated with each coarse point. Piecewiseconstant interpolation, however, does not work as well for this case as it does for the factor-of-two multigrid. We have achieved best results with a third-order biquadratic formula using coarse cells from the appropriate decoupled grid component.
Finally, the success of the multilevel iteration depends on the stencils chosen for divergence and gradient across coarse-ne interfaces. The coarse level solution is computed in decoupled fashion based on decoupled residuals restricted from the next ner level. In order for the multilevel iteration to exhibit reasonable convergence behavior, this coarse solution must be a good approximation to the composite solution on coarse and ne levels taken together. This requires that the operator L = DG, and thus the divergence and gradient operators themselves, also respect the decoupled structure of the grid.
Stencil outlines for both ne and coarse points near the interface are shown in Figure 4 .1. In both cases we use quadratic interpolation to obtain third-order accurate values on the opposite side of the interface, then a three-point di erence formula to give a second-order accurate derivative at the desired point. Composition of secondorder accurate derivative approximations in D and G gives a Laplacian approximation that is rst-order accurate along the interface, which is su cient for global secondorder accuracy of the projected velocity eld. Convergence rates for a smooth problem on grid pairs with one base grid and one re ned patch. We give L 2 norms of the di erences in nal velocity elds between adjacent cases, and convergence rates de ned as log 2 of the ratios of these di erences.
Base Grid Sizes, Convergence Rates 16{32 Rate 32{64 Rate 64{128 Rate 128{256 0.407349 0.8598 0.224456 1.4026 0.0848984 1.5410 0.0291751 Table 5.2 Convergence rates for the inviscid vortex merger problem of Figure 5 .1.
These derivative stencils are used for computing residuals and for obtaining divergence and gradient in the projection formula. Note that D is no longer equal to ?G T . This means that the adaptive projection is no longer quite orthogonal, and we have to add a slight correction to DV in (4.2) to make the system solvable. (Speci cally, the Neumann boundary conditions used for make (4.2) singular. The right hand side must discretely integrate to zero in order for a solution to exist. This we insure by subtracting o the discrete sum per unit area of DV , which is small but nonzero in practice.) The alternative, however, would be to use less accurate stencils for either D or G at the interface, which would seriously degrade the accuracy of the algorithm.
We stress that the interface stencils for D and G are the only ones chosen due to decoupling requirements that actually a ect the computed solution. The others only a ect the multigrid and multilevel convergence rates. Other parts of the uid algorithm|the Godunov convection step, the parabolic di usion step with its own multilevel iteration, and the regridding procedure|all use ordinary coupled stencils for restriction and interpolation. 5 . Numerical examples. Our rst examples concern the convergence properties of the method. It has already been shown in 3] that the single-grid version of a similar scheme gives second-order accuracy in the computed velocity eld in both space and time. To con rm that the same is true for the adaptive version, we integrate the smooth ow eld with initial velocities re ned patch (identical to the grid layout shown for the next example in Figure 5.1 ). This and all other examples have a re nement ratio of four between levels. The time step for this example is xed at t = x min =2, where x min is the mesh spacing on the ner grid. The boundary conditions are slip walls for Euler ow, no-slip walls for viscous ow. Table 5 .1 gives convergence results for base grids ranging from 16 to 128 cells wide.
We next compute convergence rates for the more complicated ow eld shown in Figure 5 .1, an inviscid vortex merger problem. The initial conditions have two patches of vorticity with radii 0.04 and strengths ?1:0 placed in the unit square at (0.44, 0.50) and (0.56, 0.50). Each patch has uniform vorticity except for a linear ramp 3/256 wide down to zero vorticity at the edge|the radius of a patch is the distance from the center to the halfway point of the ramp. The initial velocity eld is obtained by solving for the stream function associated with the given vorticity eld. This is identical to the projection calculation, except that the stream function satis es a Dirichlet boundary condition.
The ow eld is advanced to time t = 0:01 with variable time steps determined by the CFL condition given in section 3.2. This time corresponds to roughly one quarter revolution of the vortices about the center of the grid. We have performed these calculations on the same xed grid con guration used for the previous example, with base grids ranging from 16 to 256 cells wide. Table 5 .2 gives convergence rates for this problem, while Figure 5 .1 shows that the errors in the velocity eld are concentrated in the active parts of the ow eld, not at the coarse-ne interface. (Convergence is slower than in Table 5 .1 because this in not a smooth problem, but the method still appears to be approaching a reasonable asymptotic rate.)
For our third example ( Figure 5. 2), we demonstrate the robustness of the method by having a vortex pair pass across the edge of a xed re ned patch. This exercise is more extreme than one would ordinarily encounter in practice, since a regridding criterion would normally cause the re ned patch to follow the moving vortices. It is desirable in some cases, however, to have the option of suppressing re nement over part of the domain. This example shows that even a ow eld which is barely resolved on the coarse grid experiences little degradation in crossing the coarse-ne interface. Except for the positions, (0.375, 0.44) and (0.375, 0.56), and the opposite vortex signs, the blobs are identical to those in the previous example. No viscous dissipation is used. Figure 5 .3 illustrates the algorithm with adaptive regridding. A 64 64 base grid is re ned twice, by a factor of four each time, so the nest level has resolution equivalent to a single 1024 1024 grid. Every 10 time steps grids are re-allocated according to a procedure based on second derivatives of the velocity eld. In the initial conditions, four patches of vorticity with radii 0.025 are placed in the unit square at (0.5, 0.5), (0.5, 0.575), and the two 120 o rotations of this position. As before, the edge of each patch has a ramp 3/256 wide down to zero vorticity.
Note how well the Godunov convection scheme preserves ne details of the ow eld, even in the highly stretched regions near the vortex core. These details are too small to even be represented on the coarse grid. Consider also that the three-way symmetry of the eld is not disrupted either by the xed orientation of the grid lines or by the frequent and asymmetric redistribution of ne grids covering the detailed region. This observation, along with behaviors shown in Figures 5.1 and 5 .2, provide evidence that the accuracy of the simulation is determined by the ne grid resolution, and is not signi cantly lowered by the distant presence of coarser grids.
While we will not give a detailed analysis of the error behavior of the scheme under regridding, it is worthwhile to note that third-order biquadratic interpolation has proved useful when lling newly-re ned regions. Though a simpler bilinear scheme is second-order, experiments like that of Figure 5 .3 showed spurious generation of vorticity in new ne grids lled by the bilinear formula.
Our nal example ( Figure 5.4) illustrates the adaptive algorithm in a viscous problem, the spin-down of a single o -center vortex. The initial condition is a Gaussian This distribution is scaled to give unit velocity at unit distance. We make the viscous term as small as can be e ectively modeled at the ne grid scale, " ?1 = 15000, so the e ective Reynolds number is over 40000. Two runs are compared. The rst has a 256 256 coarse grid and a single level of re nement, so the e ective ne resolution is the same as in the preceding inviscid example. We show the vorticity elds after 6000 and 14000 time steps. The second run has only a 128 128 coarse grid, again with a single level of re nement, with the error tolerance relaxed so as to require re nement of roughly the same portion of the domain. After 7000 time steps this calculation has reached approximately the same time value (t = 0:59201) as step 14000 of the ner run (t = 0:59263). Note that at this time level the two boundary layers which have not fully separated show almost identical development, while the two unstable separated boundary layers have begun to evolve along divergent paths.
Due to the large part of the domain which must be re ned, this example problem derives less bene t from adaptivity than the inviscid example. At the outset the ne calculation re nes 19% of the domain, the coarse one 31%, running at 17.1 and 19.7 sec per cell, respectively, on one processor of a Cray YMP. The times required to advance a single time step are therefore 4.6 and 1.9 seconds, respectively. By time step 7000 the coarse run has re ned fully half of the domain and has become signi cantly slower (up to 29 sec per cell) through increased communication overhead, reduced vector lengths, and slower multilevel convergence, all related to the more complex grid structure. Somewhat after step 9000, when more than two thirds of the domain is re ned, the disturbed region near the boundary has grown to the point that ne grids sporadically bridge the gap to the central vortex. Frequent renement and coarsening in this clear region introduce errors which grow large enough to contaminate the plotted solutions.
Since adaptivity had become a liability by this point, we restarted the computation from step 8000 with the domain fully re ned. At 12.4 sec per cell, 3.5 seconds per time step, the single grid calculation was faster than the later parts of the adaptive calculation, though it required nearly twice as much memory. The nal plot shows this single grid run at time step 14000 (t = 1:1914), by which time the central vortex has completed nearly one revolution around the center of the box.
Though adaptivity was not helpful during the later stages of the coarse calculation, the initial stages ran almost twice as fast as the single grid method, while the initial stages of the ne calculation ran over three times as fast as would be expected if its entire domain had been re ned. The larger grids and less constrained grid place- Viscous boundary e ects generated by an o -center vortex. The top plots are from a run with an e ective 1024 1024 resolution at the ne level. The bottom plots are from a coarser run with only 512 512 resolution at the ne level. In the nal frame the domain is entirely re ned. ment characterizing the ner calculation also suggest that useful re nement could be maintained in this case even for later stages in the evolution of the ow. In more compact ow con gurations like the inviscid example the adaptive advantage is much greater. We therefore conclude that the adaptive algorithm is competitive so long as less than half of the domain must be fully re ned, and becomes more competitive for calculations with ner grids. 6 . Conclusions and Future Plans. In this paper we have presented an adaptive projection algorithm for the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. The adaptive formulation requires di erencing of the various terms across coarse-ne grid interfaces, e cient solution algorithms on the adaptive grid hierarchy, and a mechanism for clustering the re ned patches in interesting parts of the ow eld. We have demonstrated that the discretization remains second-order in the presence of re ned grids, and that ow patterns can cross over grid interfaces without undue distortion.
The decoupling of adjacent grid points in the projection stencils introduces some complications into the multilevel iteration, but does not degrade the performance of the algorithm as a whole. An extension of the decoupled multigrid scheme to singlegrid problems with variable density is presented in 15]. Lai 16] contends, however, that in projection problems with localized source terms the decoupling creates more serious di culties. In our present development e orts we are therefore replacing the decoupled projection with the coupled but non-idempotent forms presented in 2] and 17]. Associated complications, particularly the interaction of the non-idempotent projections with a new time-stepping scheme, have not as yet been entirely resolved.
The computer program that generated the examples for the previous section can be considered a prototype. Not only was it our rst attempt at an adaptive incompressible solver, it was also our rst major programming e ort in the language C++. Recent work has centered on writing an entirely new uids program that will overcome the limitations of this rst model, both in programming technology and in the ability to simulate more complex physical systems. Completed goals include simulating a wider variety of boundary conditions, advancing ne grids at smaller time steps than coarse grids, and modeling of variable-density and three-dimensional ow elds. Early results of these e orts are presented in 1]. Viscous solution capability and a staggered-grid projection for the Godunov edge velocities are still under development. Longer-term goals include the addition of combustion e ects, front tracking, and treatment of more complex ow geometries to the basic algorithm.
